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A COMPREHENSIVE  AND OPEN 
T O A L L C E R T I F I C A T I O N 
PROGRAMME ON THE PM² 
METHODOLOGY. 

PM² Alliance Certifications test the level of the 

candidates’ understanding on the what, when, who, 

how and why of the PM² Methodology.  The exam 
questions are balanced in terms of difficulty and 

distribution in the 4 pillars of PM² (Governance, 
Lifecycle, Processes, Artefacts), and the PM² Mindsets. 

The PM² Alliance offers a comprehensive 
certification program for different levels 
of education and experience. The 
certifications are developed and offered 
with the highest quality standards. 

The PM² Alliance’s Certification exams are available 

through our online platform as fully proctored 
Computer Based Exam (CBE). The Alliance  also offers 

for organisations and groups, supervised in-class Paper 
Based Exams (PBE) throughout our network of  

Affiliated Training Providers. 

Member-driven and volunteer-led, the 
PM² Alliance is an international, not-
for-profit organisation. Founded by 
PM² practitioners, the Alliance brings 
together individuals from institutions, 
companies and academia to inspire 
dialogue, share resources, and 
address the challenges facing the field, 
while promoting the wider adoption of 
the PM² Methodology.

CERTIFICATION 
PROGRAMME



PM² Basic Certification 

The PM² Basic Certification demonstrates basic 
understanding of key concepts of the PM² Methodology. 

The PM² Basic Certification is an entry level certification on 
basic concepts of the PM² Methodology designed for non 

Project Managers. 

PM² Essentials Certification 

The PM² Essentials Certification is designed to confirm 
candidates’ understanding of key concepts of the PM² 

Methodology. The certification exam tests the level of the 

candidates’ understanding on the what, when, who and 
how of the PM² Methodology and it is structured based 

on the four pillars of PM² and the PM² Mindsets. The 
exam questions are balanced in the 5 areas of 

Governance, Lifecycle, Processes, Artefacts and Mindsets. 

For candidates to achieve the certification they must 
demonstrate their understanding of the PM² concepts in 

an adequate level so that they will be able to work 
effectively as a member of a project team of a PM² project. 

PM² Advanced Certification 

The PM² Advanced Certification is designed to confirm a 

candidate’s understanding of both basic and advanced 
concepts of the PM² Methodology, both at an individual 

concept level, but also at the level where interrelations and 

interdependencies exist. The exam questions span over 
the 5 areas of Governance, Lifecycle, Processes, Artefacts 

and Mindsets as well as advanced management topics 
such as Quality Management, Risk Management, 

Deliverables Acceptance Transition Management and 

Business Implementation Management. Candidates who 
achieve the certification prove a level of understanding of 

the methodology required to lead a PM² project effectively 
(or support a PM² project from an expert’s position). 

PM² Agile Certification 

The PM² Agile Certification is designed to confirm a 

candidate’s understanding of the application of Agile 
principles, Tools and Techniques in PM² Projects. The Agile 

PM² Certification exam focuses on the Agile aspects of the 

PM² Methodology, covering the what, when, who, how 
and why of the Agile extension of the PM² Methodology. 

The exam questions span the areas of Agile PM² 
Governance, Lifecycle, Agile Values and Principles, Agile 

Tools & Techniques. Candidates who achieve the 

certification prove a level of understanding of the 
methodology required to lead a PM² project with Agile 

principles effectively integrated within the management 
approach. 

PM² Alliance Trainer Certification 

The PM² Trainer Certification tests the master-level 

knowledge of a trainer on all aspects of the PM² 
Methodology. It also tests their ability to design high-

quality PM² Training Programmes, to effectively explain 

basic and advanced aspects of the methodology, and to 
guide certification candidates through the certification 

preparation process.

The PM² Alliance is committed to bringing 
the benefits of this certification to all EU 
Citizens for the purpose of the advancement 
of the PM² Methodology for the public 
good. The PM² Alliance Certification 
programme is available to all and has been 
designed to certify knowledge of the PM² 
methodology at various levels.


